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What are Pulsar Timing Arrays ?

Data : Time series of residuals for each pulsar

Residual

Time of Arrival 
observed

ToA predicted
by a Timing Model

Millisecond pulsar 
with their radio jet

credits: David Champion 2



PSR J0030+0451

~ 10 years of data

Sensitivity of PTA

× 25 MSPs
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The results of the EPTA DR2new

Significance

Bayes FactorStrong evidence for Hellings&Downs (HD) 
correlations (GW-induced) in the 

common red noise (CRN)

arXiv : 2306.16214
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HD/CURN

uncorrelated



What could produce such signal ?

Astrophysical Sources

- GWB produced by a population of SMBHB

- Individual SMBH Binary Source

- …

Cosmological Sources

- Inflation

- Cosmic Strings

- Phase Transitions

- …

SMBHB : Super Massive Black Hole Binary 5
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What if the signal we observe is (partially) produced by
a single SMBHB ?
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Is this possibility physically well motivated ?

→ Would be the outcome of a massive and nearby SMBHB emerging above the background noise

Reasonable chance of having an 
individual source with  SNR > 3 

at low frequencies

See: 2306.16227 8



Problem : It is hard to distinguish a signal produced by a single source 
from an isotropic background noise

Indeed, HD correlations are also expected from a single source 

Averaging over 𝑘

Averaging over
pulsar pairs

SSB
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Residuals induced by an individual SMBHB

→  Plane wave approximation

→  Residuals are composed of two terms

1. Pulsar term : time delay caused by the GW at the radio pulse emission at the pulsar                 
(pulsar dependent)

2. Earth term : time delay caused by the GW at the radio pulse reception on Earth                          
(common to all pulsars at a given time)

 

→  Frequency evolution of the binary

1. During observation time : very small 
a.          →  simple sine wave

2. Between Earth and Pulsar term : can be significant!
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Principle of the Bayesian analysis

Radiometer 
White Noise

(fixed)

Pulsar Red Noises Overlap Reduction 
Function

Pulsar indices

Frequency domain

For pulsar red noises

Deterministic signal from the SMBHB
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Results for circular SMBHB search

→  CGW candidate around 5 nHz

→  Chirp mass is loosely constrained

→  Adding HD correlations to the background 
noise absorbs the CGW candidate
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PSRN : PulSar Red Noise



What about statistical significance ?

The inclusion of the CGW (in addition to a CURN) is not 
really favoured with wide frequency prior range

(model complexity penalty)

Upper limit determination
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PSRN : PulSar Red Noise
CRN : Common Red Noise

Very strong support if no CRN is included in the noise model

Strong support



Results for eccentric SMBH binary Preliminary Results from Sara Manzini

→ Search using Earth Term only

→ Two modes found : low and high eccentricity

eccentricity
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How much can we constrain the early Universe
with the EPTA DR2new ?
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Primordial GWs | SGWB from inflation

→  very simple modelisation : power law to link the large CMB scales to small PTA scales

→  2 model parameters, for slow roll inflation: 

→  Constraints from CMB (Planck collaboration) :  

Tensor to scalar ratio
Tensor spectral index

CMB scale (~ 0.05 Mpc⁻¹)

See Caprini, Figueroa [1801.04268] for review
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Explaining all the PTA CRN with inflation

→  Not compatible with classic slow roll inflation 

→  Must be a blue tilted spectrum

Obtaining upper limit 
including simple circular 

SMBHB background
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How cosmic strings produce GWs ?
Some assumptions used

→  stable cosmic strings associated to a local symmetry

→  intercommutation probability of 1

→  GW emission is dominant (Nambu-Goto strings)
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spontaneous 
symmetry breaking

→ Loops are produced and emit GWs via 
oscillation and burst emission (cusp, kink, 
kink-kink collision)

at
credits: Pierre Auclair

credits: freeastroscience



Constraints for smooth loops network
summing over cosmic time Loop number density

(two models used: BOS, LRS)

→  90% symmetric credible intervals

→  95% confidence upper limit extracted 
from a two component SGWB analysis

BOS model

LRS model

BOS+SMBHB model

LRS+SMBHB model
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SGWB sourced by turbulence after QCD phase transition

Characteristic scale of the turbulence

Ratio of the turbulent energy density to the radiation one

Temperature scale of the phase transition

→  The preferred set of parameters require a lot of 
turbulent energy density but can fit also fit the data 
with smaller values of 

See Roper Pol et al  [2201.05630] for model description
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Summary
→  The correlated signal that is detected in EPTA DR2new could have several origin

→  The presence of a SMBHB at ~2.5 nHz (orbital frequency) could explain very well the correlated power we see at 
low frequency (strong interaction with the GWB modelisation)

→ The statistical significance of this candidate is hard to assess due to the difference in model complexity

→ We constrained many early universe models that predict a SGWB : can all (partially) fit the signal we see

1. Slow roll inflation alone is quite incompatible with the data
→ must be blue tilted to reach PTA sensitivity

2. Cosmic strings can only fit the lowest frequency bins (not blue tilted enough spectrum)
 → place stringent constraints on the string tension

3. Turbulence from QCD PT can fit the data at low frequency
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Backup slides
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NANOGrav also sees something at this frequency
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